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The editors regret that during the typing and production of the fall, 1984, issue of PROVENANCE several errors occurred in the article "Tablets and Temples: Documents in Republican Rome" by Phyllis Culham. All umlauts and French accents were omitted from the printed copy; plebeian was misspelled as plebian throughout the article; "by" was substituted for "from" (p. 15, line 31); an "s" was added to presence (p. 19, line 45); and an "n" was added to Latium (p. 30, note 33). We apologize to Dr. Culham and to our readers for these errors.

In the course of editing the text, primarily for conformity to the Chicago Manual of Style, we also made several changes which Dr. Culham feels affected the meaning of her article. At her request, we include a list of these changes, noting the original text as written and the text as published:

p. 15: original: In the discussion which follows I will refer only to the ..... published: In the discussion which follows reference will be to ..... 

p. 19: original: contracts for public works, housed in the aerarium, and the published: contracts for public works housed in the aerarium and the 

p. 22: original: an Archivist of the United States published: an archivist of the United States 

p. 22: original: our Archive was published: the archives was